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**Tech. Objectives:** (U) As a part of a broader project investigating stress-proneness on the rifle range, entering USMA cadets were studied to determine whether or not prior weapon experience, intelligence, their parents' or their own attitude towards weapons predicted their subsequent "Trainfire" rifle score.

**Approach:** (U) A weapons questionnaire was administered shortly after arrival at West Point. Distribution of responses were made and were correlated with practice and record-firing Trainfire scores.

**Progress:** (U) The results indicated that a cadet's expressed confidence in his firing ability was found to be limited, yet the best, single predictor of his range-firing scores. Although items concerning prior firing experience and cadet and parent attitudes towards weapons were also correlated with the criteria, they did not add substantially to the predictive ability of the confidence item. The correlations of experience with rifle scores were lower than in previous studies and intelligence was not found to be an effective predictor in this cadet population. This research culminated in Tech. Report Nr.17 entitled "Pretraining Correlates of Rifle Marksmanship" dated January 1965. Since the end of FY 1965 the entire rifle project has been completed and a final report is forthcoming.
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Tech. Objectives: (U)This second of a series of three reports on Trainfire rifle performance of new USMA cadets explored: whether or not personality-leadership attributes are related to cadet firing effectiveness; whether or not experienced and novice firers differ in these attributes; and finally, whether or not the personality attributes, experience, and confidence in firing interact in influencing rifle proficiency.

Approach: (U)683 new cadets were administered a Weapons Questionnaire, the 16 P-F, and Heineman's Anxiety Scale. Certain actuarial variables were also used as predictors of rifle scores. Rifle experience was used as a moderating variable, with separate analyses for 116 experienced and 243 novice firers.

Progress: (U) The results indicated experienced cadets differed significantly in several personality-leadership attributes and confidence from novices, but did not differ in non-personality variables. The rifle scores of experienced firers were unrelated to personality attributes, but the scores of novice firers were related to such attributes. Thus, personality traits may influence rifle performance of the inexperienced firer, but not the experienced firer. Since experience, personality attributes and confidence to do the task were interrelated with rifle performance, it may be that study of the interactions of such variables would assist comprehension of the performance of cadets or trainees in other situations.
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### Tech. Objectives:  
(U) Since studies of military leadership have demonstrated that effective leaders are more resistant to stress than are less effective leaders, an effort was made to identify new USMA cadets who are stress-prone and stress-resistant by introducing experimental stress conditions on the Trainfire range. This report summarizes the final report in the series of three reports on Trainfire Rifle Performance.  

### Approach:  
(U) 480 cadets served as control subjects, undergoing only the ordinary four day rifle training without receiving any of the experimental stresses. Random groups of 66, 65, and 153 cadets were assigned to "Reaction to Authority," "Test Anxiety," and "Group Pressure" stress conditions. The pre-stress and post-stress rifle scores of groups assigned to these conditions were compared with those of the control group.  

### Progress:  
(U) Analysis of rifle scores revealed no difference in performance between the experimental and control groups, so there was no evidence that the stresses were effective.  
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